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Let H(X, HI) be the class of all homeomorphisms from (X, HI) onto itself.
We have already known that, in general, there exist many topologies φ o n X
such that H(X,cU) = H(X,cι/)[i][2][3l If (X, <U) is an rc-manifold, then
H(X9 HI) can also determine, to a certain degree, the topologies Q7 on X with
H(X, HJ) = H(X, cl^)[4]. However it was unknown that whether there are topolo-
gies HJ and Of/ on a set X such that H(X, HJ) = H(X, q/), (X, HJ) and (X, <V) are
homogeneous spaces and HI and cφ are non-comparable in the sense that there does
not exist a permutation Φ on X such that [Φ(U)\Ue HI} QCV or {Φ(V)\V z <3J\
£ HI- A negative answer would characterize a homogeneous space by means of
the class of homeornorphism. The finding of this paper proves the existence of
non-comparable homogeneous topological spaces with the same class of homeo-
morphisms. However it is still open whether there exist non-comparable compact
homogeneous topologies with the same class of homeomorphisms.

THEOREM 1. Let (X, HI) be an n-manifold and let C[/={Uz HJ\X\U is
compact] and let *W be the topology having

V\\J {pi} \V€ CW and {pi} converges to p0 in (X, HI)
ί = l

as a subbase. Then H(X, CU)=H(X, <W). If (X, HI) is not compact, then (X, HI)
and (X, <W) are non-comparable.

Theorem 1 is a special case of a more general theorem. Let (X, HI) be a

topological space, a topology φ on X is said to be a C-topology relative to HI
if

( i ) H(X, HI) S H(X, q/),

(ii) Ue HI if, and only if UuVe C[/ for every non-empty V in C[/m

We have the following lemma. [1]
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LEMMA 1. // q/ is a C-topology relative to ΊJ on X, then C[/QΊJ and
H(X9

cLJ)=H(X9q/),

We recall that [3] a family of subsets 32 in (X, HJ) is called an 3-family
if the following three conditions are satisfied:

( 1 ) The empty set 0 is in 32.

{2) If Nz m then Int (N)= 0.

( 3 ) If {N19---,Nk]<zm and {/„ -,/*} cH(X,<U), then \ J {/,(#,) : ί = 1,

2, ,&} € 32 for every &.

We also have the following result.

LEMMA 2. [3] If 32 is an 3-family of subsets of a regular T -space
(X, <U), then {U-N\ Us<U,Nsm} forms a base of a topology OJ on X,ΊJQ OJ
and H(X,cLJ)=H(X9C[;i

THEOREM 2. Let QJ be a C-topology on a regular Tvspace (X, U) such
that each point p in X has a closed neighborhood CVΦX with X\CP in cμ. Let
<W be the topology having [V\N\V£ ^VyN^Tl] as a base where Jl is an
3-family of subsets in (X, ζ\J) such that Nz 32 and Ac.N implies Az Jl. Then

H(X, <U) = H(X, cy) = H(X, W).

PROOF. Let S be the topology having {U\N\Uz V.N^Jί} as a base. We
want to show that W is a C-topology in (X, S). If / e H(X9 S)>

V e C[/ and Ne m, then /(7\W) = f(V)\f(N).

By Lemma 2 and the definition of an 3-family, / € H(X, V) and /(ΛΓ) € 32. By
Lemma 1 / € //(X, q^) a nd / ( y ) € ^ Therefore /(7\JV) € W and / is an open
map in (X, W). Similarly / is continuous in (X, ΊV) and fe H(X, W). Hence

If Sz S and We <W, then W= \ J {7.W.} and 5u \ J {VΛ\iVβ} =

\J{(SuVa)\(Na\S)}z<W.

If 5^cS, then S contains a boundary point p relative to (X, S). By assumption,
there exists a closed neighborhood AφX of ^ in (X, V) with X\Ae C[/. Then
( W. Since otherwise there exists a neighborhood y\ΛΓof p in W with

32 and pe VWc(X\A)uS, which implies pe (VnA)\N<zS and p
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is an interior point of S relative to (X, S).

Hence W i s a C-topology in (X, S) and H(X, S) = H(X, W) = H(X,

The first half of Theorem 1 is a special case of Theorem2. To prove the

non-comparability of HJ and W, we see that (X, W) is not Hausdorff, hence

[Φ(U)\Ue cUi^W for any permutation Φ, also (X, ζW) is not locally compact,

hence [Φ(W)\We W}^^ for any permutation Φ.

CONJECTURE. In the category of compact homogeneous Hausdorff spaces,

the classes of all homeomorphisms characterize the topology.

REMARK. J. V. Whittaker has proved that in the category of compact

manifolds, the groups of homeomorphisms characterize the topology.
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